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“Los Precios Mas Baratos”
the role of spanish-language newspaper advertisements
and the biculturalization of tejanos in san antonio and
laredo, texas
Ana Luisa Martinez-Catsam

O

n 30 April 1910, August C. Richter, proprietor of El Precio Fijo, a
fixed-price department store in Laredo, Texas, advertised a grand sale
honoring Cinco de Mayo, a patriotic festival that celebrates Mexican heritage
and commemorates Mexico’s victory over French forces in 1862 (ill. 1).
The ad appeared in the Spanish-language weekly,
La Cronica, and featured women’s ready-made
clothing, as well as an assortment of laces and fabrics.
Richter referred to the sale as an opportunity for
customers to benefit from and honor “a memorable
date for all Mexicans.”1 Richter’s use of Cinco de
Mayo reflects one of several advertising techniques
Anglo merchants utilized in their attempts to attract
Tejano consumers.
Since Hispanics represent the largest minority
group in the United States, industries often employ
marketing techniques and advertising campaigns that
target this ethnic population, especially Mexicans.
ill. 1. el precio fijo advertisement
Advertisement from Laredo (Tex.) La Cronica,
30 April 1910.
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Scholars believe this practice is a late-twentieth-century trend that developed
because of expanding media outlets and a growing Hispanic populace.2
In reality, however, merchants such as Richter have viewed individuals of
Mexican heritage as potential patrons since the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. At the turn of the twentieth century, advertisements
filled Spanish-language newspapers, a principal medium of information
for Mexicans and Mexican Americans during this era. When examined
these ads reveal the role of newspaper proprietors as merchants and the
process and degree of the Tejano community’s biculturalization—the
transformation of a Mexican identity to a Mexican American identity that
reflects the incorporation of both Mexican and American values and cultural
characteristics.
Scholars who use early Spanish-language newspapers to study biculturalization have often focused their analysis on news coverage, editorials,
and literary sections. Advertisements, however, have not received the attention
they merit.3 Historian Roberto R. Treviño asserts that advertisements in
Spanish-language newspapers “often transmitted stereotypic middle-class
Anglo-American imagery,” and thus further reflected the biculturalism of the
Tejano community.4 Although Treviño does not focus on advertisements, his
brief observation provides a springboard for the examination of advertising
in the process of biculturalism.
This article explores the biculturalization of Tejanos and the significance
of the merchant class to the Tejano ethnic community by examining
advertisements from 1910 that appeared in San Antonio’s El Regidor and
Laredo’s La Cronica.5 Both Spanish-language weeklies began publication
in the 1890s and survived into the early twentieth century. Their relative
longevity demonstrates the weeklies’ importance to the community and
their proprietors’ resilience. The duration of El Regidor and La Cronica was
a remarkable feat since the majority of early Spanish-language newspapers
rarely lasted two decades.6 Both weeklies charged two dollars for a one-year
subscription. They also contained ads published by Anglo and Tejano
merchants, reflecting the loyalty of their clientele. The selection of El Regidor
and La Cronica allows for a brief comparison of San Antonio and Laredo’s
economies, as well as an assessment of Anglo-to-Tejano advertisement.7
During the late nineteenth century, San Antonio started to shift from a
mid-sized town to a burgeoning urban center. Railroads, including the Sunset
Limited and the International–Great Northern Railroad, connected San
Antonio to eastern and western markets. In addition the number of banking
institutions in San Antonio doubled by the turn of the century. New buildings,
such as the five-story Alamo National Bank; the Bexar County Courthouse,
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which cost $600,000; and the Grand Opera House, created a new skyline
for San Antonio. The economic and physical transformation of San Antonio
continued into the twentieth century as developers erected new multistory
structures, existing businesses grew, and new industries emerged. The city’s
population also increased from 37,673 residents in 1890 to 96,614 in 1910.
Despite this surge, Tejanos remained a minority in 1910, comprising 30.5
percent of the city’s overall population.8
The railroad also stimulated growth in Laredo. On 5 December 1881, the
International–Great Northern Railroad “left San Antonio at 7:00 a.m., and
the stage used on the last lap of the trip arrived in Laredo at 9:00 p.m. of the
same day,” and opened Laredo to northeastern markets.9 That same year,
the Texas Mexican Railway linked Laredo to Monterrey, Mexico, and the
Mexican National Railway later connected the south Texas town to Mexico
City. The railroads led Laredo’s emergence as an export and import center,
while the chamber of commerce promoted the south Texas town as the
gateway to Mexico. Further symbolizing the modernization of Laredo, city
officials constructed a two-story county courthouse and a new city hall, both
made of brick. In addition residents witnessed the installation of water mains
and the pavement of streets.10
The improvements in transportation also encouraged migration to Laredo.
The city’s population growth, however, occurred more slowly than in San
Antonio. In 1890, 11,319 individuals resided in Laredo. That number increased
to 14,855 by 1910. Tejanos had comprised the majority of Laredo’s population
since the town’s founding. In 1910, for example, Tejanos constituted 90 percent
of the town’s demographic makeup. As a result of the Mexican Revolution,
the Tejano populations of both San Antonio and Laredo continued to increase
after 1910. Although Tejanos remained the majority in Laredo, they did
not comprise 50 percent of San Antonio’s overall population until the late
twentieth century.11
El Regidor and La Cronica were established in this climate of growth and
change. Twenty-two-year-old Pablo Cruz opened the office of El Regidor in
1888. Despite his young age, Cruz was not a novice in the newspaper industry.
Prior to founding El Regidor, Cruz served as editor of El Heraldo, a family
enterprise established by Cruz’s father Abraham Cruz Valdez in 1886. Pablo
Cruz edited the publication while his younger brother Victor Cruz managed
the business. By 1892 Victor had founded El Correo Mexicano but continued
to help his father and brother in the publication of their newspapers. The
Cruz family often assisted each other in their publication ventures. During
its first year, for example, El Correo Mexicano was printed in El Regidor’s
office. After Cruz Valdez ceased publishing El Heraldo, his sons continued
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to print their newspapers. After Pablo Cruz’s death on 4 August 1910, his wife
Zulema Polanco Cruz served as proprietor of El Regidor while Victor, who
continued to publish El Correo Mexicano, managed the weekly. The Cruz
family published El Regidor until 1916.12
Like El Regidor, Laredo’s La Cronica represented a family endeavor.
Established in the mid-1890s, La Cronica became an outspoken forum against
the segregation and discrimination of Tejanos by 1910, when Nicasio Idar and his
family took control of the paper. Nicasio, the patriarch of the Idar clan, entered
the publishing business sometime around 1895, but did not start editing La
Cronica until the early twentieth century. By 1910 Nicasio’s daughter Jovita
Idar and his sons Eduardo Idar and Clemente Idar had joined their fifty-fiveyear-old father at the Spanish-language weekly. While Nicasio contributed
editorials to the paper, his children produced a significant number of the
weekly’s articles. The Idars used La Cronica as a vehicle to attack the oppression
of Tejanos. Clemente, for example, wrote several pieces condemning the
segregation of Tejano children in schools. Utilizing its newspaper, the Idar
clan called for a convention to address the problems facing Tejanos. By
September 1911, they had organized El Primer Congreso Mexicanista in
Laredo. La Cronica published the convention’s manifesto, which called
for Tejano unity against oppression, demanded an end to the segregation
of Tejano children, and denounced the lynching of Tejanos. After Nicasio’s
death on 7 April 1914, his children continued to publish La Cronica. While
the exact date the Idars stopped publishing La Cronica remains unknown,
an issue published days after Nicasio’s death survives.13
The classifieds of El Regidor and La Cronica reflected biculturalization
in three ways. First, Anglo merchants and businesses placed ads that targeted
Tejanos or demonstrated the incorporation of the ethnic community into
American consumer culture. Second, the classified ads illustrated the
role and vitality of the Tejano merchant class in South Texas. Third, the
operation of Pablo Cruz and Nicasio Idar’s enterprises demonstrated the
process of biculturalization in the region’s Tejano community. Like other
Spanish-language newspapers, El Regidor and La Cronica offered Anglo
and Tejano merchants a medium with which to reach Tejano consumers.
For Anglo businessmen, advertisements in these newspapers also suggested
endorsement by the paper’s proprietors who were leaders in both the Tejano
and Anglo communities. Cruz, for example, served as a trustee of the San
Antonio Independent School Board and was active in local politics, while
Idar served as assistant city marshal and justice of the peace. Both families
were also active in various fraternal organizations. The Anglo-to-Tejano
advertisement ratio found in El Regidor and La Cronica reflected the
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city’s population makeup, as well as the degree to which Anglo merchants
attempted to attract Tejano consumers.14
Given that Anglos dominated San Antonio’s constituency, Anglo
merchants comprised the majority of El Regidor’s advertisers (table 1). Ads
for Anglo-owned and -operated banks, lumber companies, real estate agents,
hotels, and dry-good stores appeared throughout 1910. Banking institutions
represented the most prominent Anglo businesses showcased in El Regidor
(table 2). Institutions advertising in the Spanish-language weekly included
Frost National Bank, D. and A. Oppenheimer Bank, American Bank and
Trust Company, National Bank of Commerce, Lookwood National Bank, and
State Bank and Trust Company. While notices for D. and A. Oppenheimer
Bank, American Bank and Trust Company, National Bank of Commerce,
Lookwood National Bank, and State Bank and Trust Company first appeared
during the summer of 1910, Frost National Bank consistently ran an ad on the
Table 1. El Regidor and La Cronica Advertisements
1910 Advertisements
Local Anglo merchant ads
Out-of-state Anglo merchant ads
Tejano merchant ads

El Regidor

La Cronica

42
14
14

18
1
44

Note 1: The numbers reflect the identification of the individual merchant or service rather than
the quantity of ads reflecting multiple advertisements by the same merchants. The majority of the
merchants for both newspapers were loyal clients who advertised in every edition. Announcements
for services or products offered by Pablo Cruz and Nicasio Idar were not included in the calculation.
Note 2: Notices for businesses in Mexico were not included in the chart. While Mexican merchants advertised in La Cronica and El Regidor the numbers for 1910 were not substantial. In
El Regidor, nonlocal Anglo merchant ads outnumbered Mexican merchant ads significantly.
In La Cronica, Mexican merchant notices were only slightly higher than nonlocal Anglo ads.
Both papers relied primarily on Anglo and Tejano merchants for advertisements.

Table 2. Anglo Advertisers
Types of Anglo owned or
operated businesses
Banks
Lumber Companies
Real estate companies or agents
Dry goods/clothing/furniture/brewery
Other
a

El Regidor

La Cronica

6
5
5
8
18

0
1
1
11
5

The Other category includes undertaking companies, water/gas/electric companies, optometrists, attorneys, and dentists.
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front page of El Regidor throughout the year. Bank announcements provided
a great deal of detail, including capital held by the institution and a list of
directors. Frost National Bank, National Bank of Commerce, D. and A.
Oppenheimer Bank, and Lookwood National Bank all specifically solicited
Tejano transactions. Frost National Bank, for instance, asked for “deposits
from the Mexicans of Texas” and encouraged Tejanos to “bring your money
to the Bank or send it by mail.”15 Banks also advertised their capacity to buy
and sell Mexican currency (ill. 2). This service acknowledged commerce with

ill. 2. national bank of commerce advertisement
Advertisement from San Antonio (Tex.) El Regidor.

Mexican merchants and travel to Mexico; personal notices published in El
Regidor announced Tejanos’ travel plans to various regions in Mexico.16
Lawyers Samuel Belden Jr. and J. D. Childs also courted Tejano consumers
through their ads. While both men highlighted their ability to speak
Spanish, Belden claimed to be the attorney most Mexicans hired and Childs
specialized in personal damage cases involving Mexicans. Similar to Belden’s
and Childs’s ads, the ads for San Antonio Gas and Electric Company assured
Tejanos that their representative spoke Spanish. Further demonstrating
Anglo interest in attracting Tejano clients, Alamo City Commercial and
Business College, which offered classes in shorthand, typing, telegraphy,
and languages, emphasized that “Mexican students receive special care.”17
In addition to the burgeoning financial institutions and the construction
of rail lines that supported development, the physical expansion of existing
neighborhoods and the creation of new residential areas also signaled San
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Antonio’s urbanization. While subdivisions, such as Madeline Terrace and
Montclair, attracted Anglos, real estate companies with notices in El Regidor
advertised lands located in the barrio. The real estate companies sold lots in
neighborhoods referred to as “Colonia Tampico,” “Colonia Santiago,” and
“Colonia Vera Cruz.” Although it remains unclear whether the real estate
companies named the neighborhoods or whether they already existed, the
designations reflected an ongoing connection with regions in Mexico and
emphasized the Mexicanidad of Tejanos. The Richey-Casey Realty Company
advertised lots in Colonia Tampico two blocks west of San Fernando
Cemetery, the city’s oldest cemetery located in the barrio that residents
sometimes referred to as the “cemetery of the poor.” The notice stressed that
more than $50,000 worth of property had been sold to Tejanos. Like Colonia
Tampico, Colonia Vera Cruz was also situated near San Fernando Cemetery.
On the opposite end of the barrio, J. K. McCoy and Company marketed land
ranging from $40 to $100 along Zarzamora Street. Since Tejanos served as
the target clientele for these real estate companies, the Spanish-language
weekly served as an ideal advertising medium. The lack of notices from real
estate companies that sold lands in broader San Antonio was not surprising.
Anglo merchants attempted to attract Tejano consumers, illustrating a racial
coexistence, but San Antonio residential areas remained segregated. Even
prominent Tejanos, such as the Cruz family, resided in the barrio.18
Some merchants tried to attract Tejanos by offering services in Spanish,
while others established businesses specifically aimed at Tejanos. Schwartz
and William Cohen, proprietors of La Tienda Mexicana, a dry-goods store
that loyally advertised in El Regidor, offered numerous products from Mexico,
including frijoles mexicano (Mexican beans). Throughout 1910 La Tienda
Mexicana, unlike other companies, occasionally changed the content of its
ads. Since notices listed products and prices that allowed for comparative
shopping, Schwartz and Cohen modified their ads to showcase as many goods
as possible. In addition to listing its products, La Tienda Mexicana announced
that it sold some items in bulk (ill. 3). Frank Pizzini’s store, another dry-goods
business, also sold Mexican products, but his offerings proved more extensive
than those of La Tienda Mexicana. Pizzini advertised pots, candies, candles,
mortars, chilies, fruits, Mexican chocolate, and healing herbs.19 Pizzini, who
also carried bulk items and listed products and prices in his ads, organized
his ad content by region, including goods from Guadalajara, Aguascalientes,
and San Felipe. He claimed that his “Mexican products are received directly
. . . from all major [Mexican] cities.”20
Although local Anglo merchants comprised the majority of advertising
clients for El Regidor, the newspaper also included advertisements for out-of-
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ill. 3. la tienda
mexicana advertisement
Advertisement from San
Antonio (Tex.) El Regidor.

state Anglo businesses. Similar to mail-order catalogs, which gained popularity
during this era, these ads required consumers to purchase goods through the
postal system. The out-of-state advertisements promoted various products
and services, including medical books and remedies. Both Murray Hill
Publishing Company of New York and Collins New York Medical Institute
offered medical encyclopedias containing sections on the treatment of various
ailments. Dr. H. P. Rank of Philadelphia peddled his book on how to cure
eye ailments.21 Dr. Joseph Lister and Company of Chicago advertised a book
aimed toward men suffering from syphilis, stomach illnesses, kidney and liver
problems, impotence, and other diseases. The Lister ad made reference to
patients in Mexico in an attempt to attract customers of Mexican heritage:
“In Mexico we have patients by the hundred [sic] that we can refer you to.
If you are discouraged, [if you] can not [sic] work or enjoy life, if you want
to be immediately and radically cured, if you want to have . . . pure and rich
[blood] running through your veins, if you want to have a healthy body and
mind, if you want . . . to be a strong and robust man, fill out the coupon
below and send it by mail today.”22 Twelve of the fourteen out-of-state notices
printed in El Regidor advertised health and medical products. In addition to
books of remedies, Cruz also published ads for tonics.
Although El Regidor did not generally endorse out-of-state advertisements,
it encouraged readers to sample Swamp-Root, a tonic manufactured in New
York that supposedly cured kidney problems and associated illnesses. The
manufacturer of Swamp-Root offered a trial bottle to potential consumers.
El Regidor told its readers that “the success of Swamp-Root is well known”
and advised them to “send for a free bottle . . . and do not forget to say that
you read of this offer in El Regidor. It guarantees the sincerity of this offer.”23
Herba Laboratory of New York frequently advertised their various medications,
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including antirheumatic tablets and Mami, an antidandruff product, in El
Regidor. Owing to an increase in demand from Spanish-speaking customers
or individuals with Spanish surnames, Herba Laboratory ads announced the
establishment of a Spanish department, responsible for all Spanish-language
correspondence. These out-of-state mail-order advertisements significantly
contributed to El Regidor’s layout and its revenues. The out-of-state notices
further indicated attempts to cultivate Tejanos as steady consumers and to
incorporate them directly into the broader American consumer culture.24
Whereas the majority of El Regidor’s advertising clients were Anglo, La
Cronica’s advertisers were mostly Tejano. Unlike the Anglo ads in El Regidor
that primarily dealt with banking, real estate, and lumber industries, La
Cronica’s Anglo advertisers were principally involved in businesses that sold
dry goods and ready-made clothing. August C. Richter, I. Alexander, and A.
Saft were among La Cronica’s loyal advertisers. Except for Richter’s and Saft’s
ads, which occasionally varied in content, the substance of other notices did
not change throughout 1910. For instance Saft alternated between advertising
clothing, hats, and footwear, as well as his unbeatable prices. Richter, unlike
his fellow competitors, attempted to attract Tejanos by acknowledging cultural
celebrations. El Precio Fijo, Richter’s store, celebrated Cinco de Mayo and
Diez y Sies de Septiembre (16 September) with large sales. He also advertised
“a huge sale from now until the end of the grand centennial celebration”
to honor the one hundredth anniversary of Mexico’s independence.25 In
contrast Richter’s May and September advertisements in the Laredo Weekly
Times, the city’s leading English-language newspaper, made absolutely
no reference to Tejano celebrations or the centennial celebration. The
different ad content demonstrated that Richter utilized the Spanish-language
newspaper specifically to target Tejanos. The absence of any reference to
Tejano celebrations in Richter’s ad in the Laredo Weekly Times suggests a
disassociation between the Anglo minority and the Tejano majority.26
Despite a cultural divide, Laredo’s Anglo merchants competed directly
with Tejano entrepreneurs for Tejano consumers. Comprising 90 percent of
the city’s population, Tejanos in Laredo were a target audience for some Anglo
advertisers. A few Anglo ads in La Cronica, similar to those in El Regidor,
boasted either the staff’s ability to speak Spanish or offered Mexican products.
The City Drug Store, known as Botica de la Ciudad to Tejanos, advertised
a complete inventory of Mexican pharmaceuticals. F. H. Lithgow and Isacc
Hirsch, proprietors of City Drug Store, claimed that Tejanos preferred their
pharmacy to all others. In February City Drug Store offered women free facial
massages performed by a specialist from Dallas, Texas. Women could request
an in-home visit by contacting the store. To attract Tejanos, the ad highlighted
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the specialist’s ability to speak Spanish. Not surprisingly City Drug Store’s
advertisements in the Laredo Weekly Times differed significantly from its ads
in La Cronica. The English-language ads trumpeted the sale of MacDonald’s
chocolates, Huyler’s candies, and Colgate toiletries but made no mention
of Mexican products. Although the English-language ads varied in content,
Lithgow and Hirsch occasionally referred to City Drug Store as Botica de
la Ciudad in the Laredo Weekly Times notice. This reference acknowledged
the business’s dealing with the Tejano community or the newspaper’s Tejano
readership.27
Dr. William E. Dodge and dentist A. Hodges also advertised to the Tejano
community. Dodge, whose office sat above the Tejano-owned pharmacy Botica
del Pueblo, advertised as a Spanish-speaking physician trained in New York.
Like Dodge, Hodges, a registered dentist in the United States and Mexico, also
advertised his Spanish skills along with his expertise in extracting teeth and
fitting dentures. Similar to Dodge and Hodges, the owners of the California
Restaurant, an establishment that prepared made-to-order American cuisine,
advertised service in all languages. While Dodge and Hodges advertised their
knowledge of Spanish, T. A. Austin and Company competed with Tejano
merchants, such as Lucio Coronado, by selling produce imported from Mexico.
T. A. Austin and Company, which had an affiliate business in San Antonio,
sold Mexican peanuts, cheeses, and candies.28
La Cronica’s out-of-state advertisements, posted by Anglo merchants,
numbered only a few when compared to El Regidor. A notice for the Beebe
Ear Drum Company of New York, for example, appeared in the Laredo
newspaper on a few occasions. The ad, which offered a cure for ear-related
illnesses and deafness, welcomed correspondence in both English and
Spanish and promised free instruction on self-healing to customers who
mentioned the name of the newspaper that published Beebe Ear Drum’s
advertisement. Unlike El Regidor’s endorsement of Swamp-Root, this notice
was a general advertisement, not an endorsement by La Cronica of Beebe
Ear Drum. The lack of out-of-state mail-order advertisements in La Cronica,
a leading Spanish-language newspaper in Laredo, suggests that the Tejano
community in Laredo was more insulated than that in San Antonio.29
Providing an ad forum for Anglo merchants, El Regidor and La Cronica
promoted the biculturalization of Tejanos, although in varying degrees,
by facilitating Tejanos’ incorporation into the mainstream of American
consumerism. Anglo advertisers, whose goods or services targeted Tejanos,
not only acknowledged the significance of the ethnic population but also
celebrated or reinforced elements of Mexican culture, such as the Spanish
language, foods, and holidays.
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When scholars study the biculturalization of individuals possessing
Mexican ancestry, they have often focused on the interaction between this
ethnic group and Anglo society. Historians must explore the role of Tejano
merchants in the economies of San Antonio and Laredo, however, since
biculturalization refers to both the incorporation of American culture as well
as the retention of the Mexican way of life. In general El Regidor’s local Anglo
advertisers reflected the urbanization of San Antonio. Banking, lumber, and
real estate notices served as principle examples of industries often associated
with the town’s economic and physical transformation. Tejano merchants
engaged in enterprises different from their Anglo counterparts. These different
ventures emphasized the distinct role these merchants played in San Antonio’s
development, especially in the Tejano community.
Unlike their Anglo counterparts, the majority of Tejano businesses
that advertised in El Regidor fell into two categories: dry-goods stores and
professional services (table 3). Throughout 1910 Donaciano R. Davila,
Domingo Fernandez, and T. Puente and Son repeatedly advertised their
general dry-goods stores, which specialized in Mexican products, in El
Regidor. While Davila emphasized his twenty-five years of experience as a
commercial merchant and Fernandez highlighted his stock of equipment
used in molinos (mills used specifically for nixtamal, the process of turning
corn into masa used to make tamales and tortillas), Puente advertised in great
detail the merchandise sold in his store. The Puente ad was divided into four
categories: frutas y legumbres (fruits and vegetables), barajas de Mexico (cards
from Mexico, but based on the listing, this category referred to both cards
and items sold in bulk such as popcorn and candies), productos Mexicanos
(Mexican products), and yerbas medicinales (medicinal herbs). The products
Table 3. Tejano Advertisers
Types of Tejano owned or
operated businesses
Dry goods/clothing/furniture/equipment
Professional
Restaurant/bakery/saloon
Repair
Other
a

El Regidor

La Cronica

4
4
2
1
3

19
6
7
7
5

The Professional category includes doctors, lawyers, pharmacists, notary publics, and teachers/academics.
b
Repair businesses include those that mend, rent, and sell new goods or services such as clothing, shoes, bikes, homes, and watches.
c
The Other category includes undertaking companies, lumberyards, theatres, and barbershops.
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listed under each category included items commonly found in Anglo and
Tejano stores, such as apples, lettuce, and chocolate candies. Puente and
Son, like Frank Pizzini, sold metates (grinding stones), molcajetes (mortars),
and chile colorado (red chile) imported from Mexico. Extensive offerings
specifically geared toward the Tejano community distinguished Puente’s
ads from other notices. Puente and Son sold Mexican candies made from
sweet potato and pumpkin (still a special treat in Mexico and South Texas);
molinos; and yerba buena, an herb used by Mexicans and Tejanos to alleviate
stomach pains.30
Tejano professionals also advertised in El Regidor, offering their services
to barrio residents. Antonio S. Flores, the only notary public to advertise
in El Regidor, drew up and certified deeds, contracts, and testaments. Two
physicians specializing in chronic illnesses associated with the urinary tract,
intestines, lungs, and joints offered their medical services to Tejanos. Dr.
Pedro Batista, a graduate of the University of San Carlos in Madrid, Spain,
and a close friend of the Cruz family, advertised in El Regidor from the 1890s
until the end of the newspaper’s run. Like Batista, who served as a witness at
Victor Cruz’s marriage ceremony, Francisco A. Chapa had also advertised his
pharmacy, Botica del Leon, in El Regidor since the 1890s. Chapa, probably
one of the most recognized Tejano leaders in San Antonio, served as president
of the San Antonio Pharmaceutical Association, worked as a San Antonio
Independent School Board trustee, and participated in the Democratic Party.31
Unlike other Tejano enterprises that advertised in El Regidor, Botica
del Leon’s importance extended beyond the barrio. In 1901 the city council
awarded Chapa a contract to provide the San Antonio Health Department
with medications. In his advertisements from 1910, Chapa offered medications
by mail. This service was not new since the pharmacy conducted business with
citizens of New Mexico and other states. He also honored mail requests from
residents in Mexico. Chapa’s service mirrored those offered by companies in
New York that sold remedies. Botica del Leon, however, was Tejano-owned
and -operated and sold familiar items, such as drogas mexicanas (Mexican
drugs), to Mexicans and Tejanos.32
When compared to Anglo advertisers, the business ventures of Tejano
merchants as a whole represented the needs and constituency of the Tejano
community. Anglo businesses in San Antonio that advertised in El Regidor
represented outside enterprises hoping to attract Tejanos. This ethnic group,
however, did not represent the primary customers at these businesses, with
the possible exception of La Tienda Mexicana and Frank Pizzini’s store.
El Regidor helped Anglo merchants reach its Tejano readers, facilitating
a limited incorporation into the American consumer market. In contrast
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Tejano entrepreneurs specifically serviced the Tejano community. Although
the Shelley-Loring Undertaking Company welcomed the population
bearing Spanish surnames, Tejano-owned Guerra Undertaking Company
only conducted business with “clientela Mexicana” (Mexican clientele).
Like Batista, who offered a clinic for the poor at a neighborhood pharmacy,
and other Tejano-owned businesses, the Guerra Undertaking Company
serviced the needs of people of Mexican descent living in the barrio. Tejano
entrepreneurs shared with their customers a language and culture that created
ease and familiarity.33
The content of advertisements in both El Regidor and La Cronica reflected
the demographic differences between San Antonio and Laredo in 1910. In
San Antonio, El Regidor’s ads were predominately Anglo and represented
industries associated with modern urbanization. The weekly’s Tejano
advertisements, however, addressed the Mexican American community
needs. La Cronica’s advertisements also reflected Laredo’s demographic
profile since Tejanos in Laredo outnumbered Anglos, unlike San Antonio,
where Tejanos were the minority. Tejano businesses advertising in La Cronica
were comparable in number to the weekly’s Anglo advertisers. The dry-goods,
clothing, and furniture stores owned by both Anglos and Tejanos dominated
La Cronica’s pages (see tables 2 and 3).
Anglo dry-goods and clothing stores, such as Richter’s El Precio Fijo and
A. Saft’s store, competed with Francisco Guerra and Francisco Izaguirre’s
El Palacio de Hierro and other Tejano-owned and -operated stores, such
as Los Dos Laredos. Unlike some Tejano ads in El Regidor that stressed
Tejanos as the target clientele, the Tejano dry-goods and clothing ads in La
Cronica vied for customers not based on ethnicity but on price and quality
of merchandise. To compete with Richter and Saft, whose ads emphasized
bargain prices, Tejano merchants stressed quality of merchandise as well
as price. In advertising their men’s and women’s departments, Guerra and
Izaguirre highlighted that El Palacio de Hierro carried suits and accessories
from renowned designers and companies. Women could buy the latest Irving
Drew Company footwear and men could find an extensive collection of John
B. Stetson Company hats.34
While the ads for El Palacio de Hierro focused on a diverse assortment,
the notices for La Primavera and Julian M. Trevino’s store underlined prices.
Trevino claimed his store’s low prices made him a “friend of the poor and the
rich and the most popular [merchant].”35 La Primavera, located across from
Richter’s store, advertised that “people with good taste come directly to our
establishment because they know we have a vast and magnificent selection
of merchandise from which to choose. . . . We sell at moderate prices.”36 The
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ad for Aurelio Flores’s clothing store used bold print to bring attention to its
price reductions. El Peso Mexicano, which had been in business since 1881,
and La Tienda Mixta advertised inexpensive clothing for the whole family,
setting them apart from other advertisers.37
Although the majority of merchants advertising in La Cronica were males,
female merchants did place notices in the weekly. Women operated two out
of the three local Tejano restaurants advertising in La Cronica. Angelita Diaz
ran Restaurant Mexicano and Angela Viuda de Bravo operated American
Restaurant, which prepared American and Mexican dishes. Viuda de Bravo
also managed a catering business from the American Restaurant, while Diaz
rented rooms and beds in addition to serving food at Restaurant Mexicano.
Women also ran other businesses in Laredo. Pilar Garcia operated a dry-goods
store while Señora B. M. Montemayor sold dresses, hats, ribbons, and flowers.
In the realm of education, Maria de Jesus de Leon served as director of La
Luz Academy, a school that cultivated the intellectual and moral character of
its students. Although few in number compared to the overall quantity of ads
published in La Cronica, notices from Tejana-owned or -operated businesses
demonstrate that women were active and recognized entrepreneurs in the
Laredo economy. The examination of El Regidor’s local advertisements for
1910 turned up no identifiable Tejana business owners, besides Zulema Cruz,
who assumed ownership of El Regidor after her husband’s death. Tejanas in
San Antonio, similar to their counterparts in Laredo, ran businesses or offered
services. The absences of ads for Tejana-owned or -operated businesses in El
Regidor is most likely the result of limited advertising space due to the paper’s
loyal Anglo and Tejano clients. In addition El Regidor published general ads
that contained little information regarding proprietors and their services or
products. It is plausible that some of those ads belonged to Tejanas.38
Some Tejano merchants in Laredo advertised in the Laredo Weekly Times in
addition to placing notices in La Cronica. Guerra and Izaguirre attempted to
reach Anglos by publicizing El Palacio de Hierro in the Laredo Weekly Times.
While El Palacio de Hierro’s ads in the Times were less extensive or visually
appealing than those placed in La Cronica, the business advertised regularly
with the English-language newspaper during 1910. Guerra and Izaguirre
referred to their store as “reputable.” Tomas Nieto, owner of El Puerto de
Mazatlan Panaderia, also advertised in the Laredo Weekly Times. Nieto made a
direct appeal to Anglos: “I especially solicit a trial from American families.”39 As
part of his effort to solicit Anglo customers, the ad referred to Nieto’s business
as the Tomas Nieto Bakery rather than El Puerto de Mazatlan Panaderia.40
The Spanish-language press provided merchants, Anglo and Tejano alike,
an instrument for reaching the Tejano consumer. Like their advertising clients,
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newspaper proprietors utilized their publications to promote their other business
ventures. While the newspaper was a principal business for Nicasio Idar and
Pablo Cruz, these two entrepreneurs also developed secondary enterprises. Both
proprietors founded printing houses that they operated out of their newspapers’
offices. Idar established Idar e Hijos, an independent printing house that
sold stationary, biographical profiles of Mexican Independence heroes, and
books, and that welcomed all types of printing jobs. In addition to running the
newspaper and the printing house, Idar sold and bought land through Agencia
de Terrenos (Land Agency), which he operated out of the Idar e Hijos office at
1020 Matamoros Street. Furthermore, Idar owned the Gran Fabrica de Cigarro
de Hoja, a cigar business.
Idar used La Cronica to advertise his other ventures. The services he
advertised strengthened the Mexican culture or catered specifically to
Tejanos. The production and sale of Spanish-language books and other
printed materials that celebrated Mexico’s history reinforced the retention
of the Spanish language and culture. In addition, in the ad for Agencia de
Terrenos, Idar declared that his real estate services were intended specifically
for individuals of Mexican heritage: “I sell and buy land. I have ten years of
experience which I offer to Mexican land buyers and sellers. Write me today
if you wish to utilize my services. My transactions are between Mexicans.”41
While Idar advertised his other business dealings in La Cronica, he did not
publish in every edition.42
Cruz also used his newspaper, El Regidor, to advertise his other business
activities. Unlike Idar’s ads, which were general and simple in content,
Cruz’s notices were descriptive and often persuasive in nature. Employing
his own printing press, Cruz printed and sold books, dictionaries, poems, and
monograph stationary. Every newspaper edition contained an advertisement
for one or several of his ventures.43
When advertising books, Cruz provided a detailed list of his inventory,
and subsequent editions of El Regidor carried a “Nuevos Libros” (New Books)
or “Ultimos Libros” (Latest Books) column (ill. 4). Among the translated
novels advertised in El Regidor were Les Miserables (1862) by Victor Hugo,
Germinal (1885) and Nana (1880) by French writer Émile Zola, and Maria
(1867) by Columbian writer Jorge Isaacs. Aside from translated novels, Cruz
sold works that explored the history of Mexico and the life of Mexican leaders,
such as Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada, who served as minister of foreign affairs
and president of the Supreme Court before being elected president; and
Maximilian I, Emperor of Mexico, whose execution signaled the triumph
of a republican form of government for Mexico. For three dollars, readers
could purchase the memoir of Mexican intellectual Juan de Dios Peza.
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The 274-page account, according to El Regidor,
traced the history of Mexico from the rise of Pres.
Benito Juarez to the French intervention, which
placed Maximilian as head of the nation, to the
ultimate triumph of the republic. Cruz’s book
inventory showed the wide range of selections
available to the Tejano community. In addition
the availability of works by diverse authors and
on assorted topics reflected the biculturalization
of the San Antonio community, particularly the
literate Tejano population.44
Furthermore, the advertisement of EnglishSpanish and Spanish-English dictionaries also
indicated biculturalization among Tejanos. The
works advertised in El Regidor reflected Cruz’s
support of bilingualism, which he considered
essential to the advancement of Tejanos. Cruz
ran several articles that called for the mastering
of the English language by Tejanos, without
sacrificing their ancestral language. As a schoolboard trustee, Cruz supported the acquisition
of knowledge for the purpose of socioeconomic
advancement. While Cruz promoted education
among Tejanos in San Antonio, his paper ran
columns on proper language usage, the history
ill. 4. ultimos libros
of Mexico, and original and translated literary
advertisement
Advertisement from San Antonio works, all of which emphasized his support of
public education.45
(Tex.) El Regidor.
Biculturalization also manifested itself
in Cruz’s other ventures. Aside from the newspaper and the printing house,
Cruz also sold goods that celebrated or catered to the Mexican culture.
Throughout the year, Cruz advertised centennial buttons that depicted Fr.
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, who initiated Mexico’s rebellion against Spain
in 1810, and Gen. Porfirio Díaz, the Mexican president who resigned in 1911
after various anti-Díaz rebellions erupted in Mexico during 1910.46 In March
Cruz sold Juarez buttons that were described as essential memorabilia: “This
button is a beautiful jewel and should be worn without exception by all
Mexicans who see in JUAREZ the living and glorious incarnation of Mexico
and [they] should keep it as a souvenir of the Centennial.”47 In La Cronica’s
advertisements, however, the only mention of the centennial celebration of
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Mexico’s independence was Richter’s ad highlighting a sale in conjunction
with Laredo’s festivities.
Readers also found advertisements for Mexican saints in El Regidor.
Catholic saints were an important aspect of spirituality and folk healing among
Mexican peoples. Whether in photos or statues, saints were prominently
displayed in the homes of Tejanos. Cruz offered over forty porcelain statues
of saints including that of the Virgen de Guadalupe, the most revered patron
saint among individuals of Mexican heritage. Also available were authentic
photographs, mounted in onyx marble, of don Pedrito Jaramillo, a curandero
(folk healer) who purportedly had exceptional healing powers. A shrine to don
Pedrito, well known and respected in South Texas, was erected in Falfurrias,
Texas, after his death in 1907. The shrine is still the site of pilgrimages.48
Perhaps the most extensive advertising of Cruz’s additional endeavors
involved the Cruz Eléctrica (Electric Cross), a pendant engraved with a cross
that when worn around the neck or close to the stomach promised relief
from physical and mental illnesses. According to testimonials published in
advertisements, the Cruz Eléctrica eased rheumatism and other body aches.
All requests for the Cruz Eléctrica, which sold for one dollar, were mailed
to El Regidor’s office. Cruz published testimonial letters from individuals in
California, Texas, and Mexico hailing the benefits of the Cruz Eléctrica. In
one ad, Esteran Gonzalez of Braketville, Texas, wrote that his wife, Jesusa,
suffered from rheumatism for over a year, but that her pains had completely
disappeared when she began using the Cruz Eléctrica. In another letter,
Cesario V. Mendieta from Durango, Mexico, expressed his gratitude for
the Cruz Eléctrica: “Well, after two months . . . of having received the cruz
eléctrica . . . I felt some strong sensations of electricity that I insisted that they
take it off of me, but my daughter begged me [to keep it on] that I decided
leave it. After about forty-five minutes my illnesses began disappearing. . . .
Today I feel so well as if I had never suffered any rheumatism.”49 Advertisements
for the Cruz Eléctrica appeared multiple times in single editions. Some
ads provided instruction on use while others celebrated the product. The
Cruz Eléctrica combined the spiritual faith of Tejanos and the popularity of
mail-order remedies as indicated by the numerous notices published in El
Regidor.50
Conclusion
The portrait of San Antonio and Laredo that emerges from an analysis of
advertisements in El Regidor and La Cronica shows two distinct economic
environments in which Anglo and Tejano merchants played similar roles.
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The pages of El Regidor portray San Antonio as an urban center with a
well-established banking industry and real estate and lumber companies
that facilitated physical growth. In this city, residents could find dentists,
attorneys, and doctors, as well as dry-goods stores that carried an assortment
of products from fruits to the latest fashions. Through its mail-order ads, the
Spanish-language weekly connected its readers to businesses outside the state,
further drawing Tejanos into American consumerism. Anglo merchants who
advertised in El Regidor highlighted special services that included the ability
to communicate with Spanish-speaking Tejanos.
Yet, despite the presence of Anglo proprietors in El Regidor, Anglo
advertisements reflected only a small portion of the city’s Anglo-owned
enterprises. Missing from the pages of the Spanish-language weekly were
advertisements for the Carnegie Library; hotels, such as the Menger and
the St. Anthony; automobile companies; and the city’s leading department
stores like Frank Brothers, Washer Brothers Company, and the Joske Brothers
Company. These businesses loyally advertised in the San Antonio Light
and Gazette and the Daily Express. Banks that advertised in El Regidor also
represented a limited segment of the financial industry. While Frost National
Bank routinely advertised in El Regidor throughout 1910, other banking
institutions, such as Alamo National Bank, City National Bank, Emmet Bank,
and D. Sullivan Company Bank, only advertised in the English-language
press.51
In general Anglo advertisers in El Regidor reflected the urbanization of San
Antonio, but Tejano advertisers, although smaller in number, addressed the
needs of the ethnic community, providing repair shops, funeral homes, and
dry-goods stores that catered specifically to the Spanish-speaking population.
Even Cruz marketed his merchandise, such as the electric cross, to those
consumers of Mexican heritage. Cruz and other Tejano merchants did not
advertise in the San Antonio Light and Gazette or the Daily Express because
their services or products were not for general use but rather for residents of
the barrio.52
The pages of La Cronica depicted Laredo, unlike San Antonio, as a town
in which Tejano businesses outnumbered Anglo enterprises and where
dry-goods stores dominated the local economy. Ads for banks and electric
companies were largely absent from the pages of La Cronica. Only two
lumber companies, one Anglo owned and the other Tejano operated,
advertised in La Cronica. Although smaller in number than those in San
Antonio, banks, lumber companies, car companies, and real estate businesses
did operate in Laredo. The Laredo National Bank and the First State Bank and
Trust Company contributed to the growth of Laredo, while the Laredo Electric
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and Railway Company provided heaters and electric lamps to customers. These
businesses were dominated by Anglos whose medium of advertisement was
not La Cronica but the Laredo Weekly Times. The Anglo ads in La Cronica
represented the limited inclusion of Tejanos into the Anglo consumer market.53
Tejano merchants in Laredo, like those in San Antonio, specifically
addressed the ethnic community’s needs. Tejano ads in La Cronica
outnumbered Anglo notices, the proportion reflecting Laredo’s demographic
profile. Tejano merchants provided the community with a multitude of goods
and services. Restaurants, dry-goods stores, saloons, barbershops, and furniture
stores operated in the Laredo barrio. These ethnic merchants cultivated
and provided an environment of cultural familiarity. Although a few Tejano
merchants, such as Nieto, advertised in the English-language newspaper,
the overall clientele of Tejano entrepreneurs were fellow Tejanos. Idar’s real
estate agency, which only dealt with Tejano clients, was a prime example of
Tejano merchants’ crucial role in serving and bringing people of Mexican
descent into the South Texas economy.
Although complete opposites in the Anglo-to-Tejano ad ratio, the
advertisements in both Spanish-language weeklies reflected characteristics
of biculturalism. Anglo ads sought to incorporate Tejanos into American
consumer culture and into the economy of the politically and economically
dominant group. At the same time, Tejano merchants reinforced Mexican
culture by providing Mexican goods; celebrating Mexican heritage, as El
Regidor did with Father Hidalgo buttons; and conducting transactions in
Spanish.
One particular ad for a cantina on West Commerce Street in San Antonio
symbolizes the biculturalization of Tejanos. Patricio Vallejo owned the
saloon whose name, El 5 De Mayo, celebrated the Mexican army’s victory
over French invasion forces in 1862. In the Southwest, Cinco de Mayo had
become a celebration of Mexico’s culture and history. The name of Vallejo’s
cantina paid homage to his and all Tejanos’ Mexican heritage. El 5 De Mayo
stocked Mexican tequilas alongside American malt whiskies, and advertised
as much to El Regidor’s readers as to its Anglo patrons.54
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